KITCHENS & BATHROOMS

THE LOOK OF
TRADITIONAL GLASS
BUT WITH NONE OF
THE HASSLE...

Our stunning new Mazan acrylic glass is the perfect modern
splashback, shower and feature wall panel. Ideal for a
number of different applications throughout the home, Mazan
acrylic glass can be used as an alternative to both traditional
glass and ceramic wall tiles. It has the look of stunning colour
backed glass but as it’s much quicker to cut to size and
install, comes in at a much lower price.
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WHAT IS MAZAN?
Mazan acrylic glass is an affordable, yet
dazzlingly beautiful collection of panels for kitchens,
utility rooms, bedrooms, bathrooms and shower
rooms throughout the home. It is the 21st century
alternative to ceramic tiles and traditional glass.
It has a standard range of 18 diverse solid and
metallic colours and has a thickness of 4mm.
This gives you a fantastic colour intensity and
reflection through Mazan’s acrylic glass surface
and exposed edges - just like traditional colour
backed glass.

Mazan acrylic glass is now also available in
any RAL colour enabling you to perfectly match
it to other features in your home.
Along with our colour match service Mazan
acrylic glass is also offered with a digital print
service – this means you can design panel
images that can be uniquely tailored to your
space and style.
Mazan acrylic glass is environmentally friendly
as it uses much less energy than traditional glass
during its production and can also be recycled.

And, in the unlikely event of Mazan acrylic
glass panels suffering damage, you can easily
have them repaired. So, you avoid having to
scrap and replace the panels, which helps
the environment and saves you a lot of cost.
Totally unlike traditional glass, which has to
be scrapped in the event of damage. Both
beautiful and tough, Mazan acrylic glass is a
highly durable surface for the ups and downs of
everyday living.
It is 25 times more impact resistant and stronger
than traditional glass, so it will not shatter when
it is bumped into. It has a high heat resistance
(up to 100°C) and will put up with the kettle
steaming against it one minute and an icy blast
the next because someone has left a door open
in the middle of winter!

4mm ACRYLIC GLASS

BACK PAINTED SURFACE

CAN BE CUT ON SITE
SAVES YOU MONEY
Traditional glass has to be precisely measured
and then manufactured in a specialist workshop
before installation can even begin. For example
a cut out in traditional glass for a single plug
socket can cost up to £100 and take well over
a week to template, manufacture and return to
your home to install.

But Mazan acrylic glass is much quicker to fit
and it’s also better value for money. It can be
installed immediately on site and a socket cut out
takes just minutes. This saves valuable installation
time, which helps get your installation finished on
time and at a lower cost.

And, unlike traditional glass, Mazan acrylic
glass is repairable. In the unlikely event your
panels become scuffed or scratched, these
marks can be polished away and your panels
will look as good as new. Consult our Mazan
‘Care and Maintenance Guide’ for full details.

MAZAN VERSUS
TRADITIONAL GLASS

MUCH LESS COST PER CUT OUT

100% WATERPROOF
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WHERE MAZAN
CAN BE USED

KITCHENS - p10

BATHROOMS - p14

The heart of the home, kitchens are the ideal place for Mazan
acrylic glass because of it’s easy to clean and completely
hygienic surface. It also has an excellent resistance to many
cleaning chemicals, everyday stains, scratches and the
ultraviolet rays from sunlight. Mazan is perfect for kitchen
splashbacks and feature walls.

Just because Mazan acrylic glass is so beautiful and
easy to fit does not make it a compromise in other areas.
Mazan acrylic glass creates stylish, 100% waterproof
shower wall panels and matching splashbacks behind
baths, sinks and bowls to create a wonderfully colourful
bathroom or shower room.
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KITCHEN
SPLASHBACKS
& HOB PANELS

1

With 18 dazzling colours to choose and with numerous
panel sizes available ready for delivery from stock, you
won`t have to wait long to have your Mazan acrylic
glass splashbacks and hob panels fitted easily into your
new kitchen. Super strong and even more beautiful,
Mazan acrylic glass splashbacks and hob panels are
the perfect way to finish your kitchen.
If you have a gas hob, Mazan offers a full range of
traditional glass hob panels colour matched to the
Mazan acrylic glass range which are cut to standard
sizes, ready to be installed. These traditional glass hob
panels are not required if you have an electric hob.
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IMAGES
1. Full length kitchen splashback - Swimming Pool
2. Splashback behind electric cooker - Ink Well
3. Hob panel with colour matched traditional glass
section behind gas cooker - Metallic Silver
4. Hob panel with colour matched traditional glass
section behind gas cooker - Morello Cherry
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KITCHEN
SPLASHBACKS
& HOB PANELS
Splashbacks and hob panels are the ideal way to use
Mazan`s range of solid and pearlescent colours to make
your kitchen uniquely beautiful.
As Mazan acrylic glass is as tough as it is stunning and is
completely waterproof, it is designed to withstand everything
your kitchen can throw at it.

IMAGES
1. Hob panel - Swimming Pool
2. Hob panel behind cooker - Pure White
3. Hob panel - Shallow Water

We have used a Mazan acrylic glass hob panel behind the range
cooker in image no.3. As the hob of the range cooker is electric,
a traditional glass hob panel is not required. Please see page 21
for more information about our traditional glass hob panels for gas
hobs: all of which colour match Mazan acrylic glass and are cut to
standard hob panel sizes, ready for immediate installation.
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BATHROOM
SHOWER
PANELS

2

Mazan acrylic glass shower wall panels are the
perfect way to finish off a modern bathroom, they
can instantly make any surface waterproof and
are ideal for both renovating an old space and for
polishing off a brand new bathroom.
Shown here in a bold yellow, Mazan acrylic glass
can be the focal point of any modern space.

IMAGES
1. Shower panel - Lemon Peel
2. Shower panel - Shallow Water

In our bathroom shown to the left we have
used two Mazan acrylic glass panels on the
back wall and the side wall. The shower tray
is situated in the corner of the room making
plumbing easy and installation of the Mazan
acrylic glass panels simple.
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BATHROOM
FEATURE PANELS
Mazan acrylic glass can be used to clad any bathroom wall for not only
making it waterproof but also adding stunningly deep colour.
Here it has been used on an entire bathroom wall to create a bold space
that has set this bathroom apart. Also shown is a splashback in our
Swimming Pool colour that has quickly sealed in the space behind a sink.

2

IMAGES
1. Feature wall - Royal Standard
2. Splashback behind sink - Swimming Pool
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COLOURS

Pure White

Whipped Cream

Light Fawn

French Taupe

Rain Cloud

Black

Shallow Water

Swimming Pool

Ink Well

Royal Standard

White Metallic

Black Metallic

Woodland

Lemon Peel

Mango Grove

Morello Cherry

Silver Metallic

Dark Bronze Metallic
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SHEET SIZES

1220mm

With so many Mazan acrylic glass sheet
sizes, you can order almost exactly what
you need with very few off cuts.

10 YEAR WARRANTY

GAS HOBS

Mazan has a 10 year limited warranty. Please refer to our ‘Care and
Maintenance Guide’ for full warranty details.

Traditional glass hob panels are used in conjunction with Mazan acrylic
glass behind gas hobs. Traditional glass hob panels are not required
behind electric, induction or ceramic hobs.

INSTALLATION
2440mm

2440mm

PANEL SIZES
3600 x 600 x 4mm
3050 x 1220 x 4mm
3050 x 600 x 4mm
2440 x 1220 x 4mm
2440 x 900 x 4mm

900mm

GLASS HOB SIZES
600 x 200 x 6mm
900 x 200 x 6mm
600 x 750 x 6mm
900 x 750 x 6mm

Please ensure your installer consults the installation instructions carefully for
the installation of Mazan behind hobs.

Completely unlike traditional glass, which has to be templated and then
machined in a specialist factory, Mazan acrylic glass can be easily cut to
size and installed on site using standard woodworking tools. So, Mazan
acrylic glass avoids the delays and inconvenience of traditional glass and
ceramic tile products. Mazan acrylic glass has a comprehensive choice
of panel dimensions available from stock. This dramatically cuts down the
number of wasteful offcuts on a project. The larger panel dimensions (up to
3600mm lengths) also make sure that panel joints are minimised.
Mazan acrylic glass is just half the weight of traditional glass, making
installation much quicker and easier and helping to cut down on
installation costs. It can be easily installed in either a new build or
refurbished property. Speak to your installer about how Mazan acrylic
glass will work for you.

3600mm

CLEANING & CARE
Mazan acrylic glass is easy to keep clean using warm water and a
microfibre cloth or chamois. For stubborn stains, non-abrasive cleaning
materials are available that are designed to be used with Mazan`s acrylic
glass surface. Strong cleaning chemicals are not required. Because
Mazan acrylic glass is 100% waterproof, it is completely hygienic and
bacteria will not develop on its surface.
Unlike tiles and traditional glass, Mazan acrylic glass is tough and will
not fracture or shatter. Minor scuffs and scratches can be polished away,
repairing the surface to its original high gloss finish.

600mm

JOINTING & END CAP EXTRUSIONS
The acrylic glass edges of Mazan panels are one of the most attractive features of the Mazan range and these edges are often openly displayed as part
of the design of a project. However, as an alternative solution, a range of extrusions are available for corner joints, in-line joints and end caps.

3050mm

All extrusions are colour matched to the complete range of solid Mazan colours. Plus there is a chrome effect finish. The length of each extrusion is 2440mm.
1220mm

3050mm
600mm

External Corner:
suited for the external corners of
columns and walls.

Internal Corner:
suited to shower enclosures.

H-Joint:
a straight panel connector for a series
of panels on a flat wall.

End Cap:
used at the vertical open end and
when a panel meets the floor.
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DIGITAL PRINT

RAL COLOUR
If you have a particular solid or metallic colour in mind we are now able to colour match to any RAL colour - please see our website for more details.
RAL is a comprehensive chart of solid colours used in Europe for colour matching. Find below a chart of popular RAL colours, however this list is not
exhaustive with many other colours available. For more information visit www.ralcolor.com
Please note because of the limitations of the print process this chart should be used as a guide only.

Our stunning digital print range enables you to create your perfect
bespoke wall or splashback. We have shown an example of the use of
digital print, in the image shown above.
Any high resolution image can be used which can be a photograph or
a graphic pattern. Just give us a call for any help or advice for when
choosing your graphic design or photographic image.

RAL 1013

RAL 1014

RAL 1019

RAL 1007

RAL 1023

RAL 3003

RAL 3005

Oyster White

Ivory

Grey Beige

Chrome Yellow

Traffic Yellow

Ruby Red

Wine Red

RAL 3020

RAL 4003

RAL 8017

RAL 5015

RAL 5003

RAL 5005

RAL 5013

Traffic Red

Heather Violet Red

Chocolate Brown

Middle Sky Blue

Sapphire Blue

Signal Blue

Cobalt Blue

RAL 5011

RAL 5014

RAL 5021

RAL 6034

RAL 6016

RAL 6002

RAL 6005

Steel Blue

Pigeon Blue

Water Blue

Pale Turquoise Green

Turquoise Green

Leaf Green

British Racing Green

RAL 6019

RAL 9016

RAL 7035

RAL 7038

RAL 7004

RAL 7001

RAL 7042

Pastel Green

Traffic White

Pale Grey

Agate Grey

Signal Grey

Silver Grey

Traffic Grey A

RAL 7005

RAL 7043

RAL 7015

RAL 7031

RAL 7024

RAL 7016

RAL 9011

Mouse Grey

Traffic Grey B

Slate Grey

Blue Grey

Graphite Grey

Anthracite Grey

Graphite Black

Distributed in the UK and Ireland by:
Blackheath Products Limited
Units 1-4 Fairfield Park, Halesowen,
West Midlands B62 9JL

Telephone 0121 561 4245
Free Fax 0800 634 0113
sales@blackheathproducts.co.uk

Kitchen units supplied by
OPEN HOUSE KITCHENS
www.openhousekitchens.co.uk

www.mazan-glass.co.uk

